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State measurement error-to-state stability results
based on approximate discrete-time models
A. J. Vallarella and H. Haimovich
Abstract—Digital controller design for nonlinear systems may be com-
plicated by the fact that an exact discrete-time plant model is not known.
One existing approach employs approximate discrete-time models for
stability analysis and control design, and ensures different types of closed-
loop stability properties based on the approximate model and on specific
bounds on the mismatch between the exact and approximate models.
Although existing conditions for practical stability exist, some of which
consider the presence of process disturbances, input-to-state stability with
respect to state-measurement errors and based on approximate discrete-
time models has not been addressed. In this paper, we thus extend existing
results in two main directions: (a) we provide input-to-state stability
(ISS)-related results where the input is the state measurement error and
(b) our results allow for some specific varying-sampling-rate scenarios.
We provide conditions to ensure semiglobal practical ISS, even under
some specific forms of varying sampling rate. These conditions employ
Lyapunov-like functions. We illustrate the application of our results on
numerical examples, where we show that a bounded state-measurement
error can cause a semiglobal practically stable system to diverge.
Index Terms—Sampled-data; nonlinear systems; non-uniform sam-
pling; input-to-state stability (ISS); approximate models; measurement
errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital controller design for nonlinear systems can be substantially
more complicated than for linear systems. One of the main obstacles
to the design of adequate digital controllers for nonlinear (continuous-
time) plants is that even if a continuous-time plant model is known,
the corresponding exact discrete-time model, i.e. the model that
describes the state evolution at the sampling instants, can be difficult
or even impossible to obtain. This happens because the computation
of the exact discrete-time model requires knowledge of the solution
to a nonlinear differential equation.
Interesting existing results address controller design based on
an approximate discrete-time model of the plant and ensure the
stabilization of the original continuous-time plant in a practical sense
[1]–[4]. A general framework for stabilization of disturbance-free
sampled-data nonlinear systems via approximate discrete-time models
was developed in [1], [2] with further generalization for continuous-
time plants with disturbances in [3]–[5] and for observer design in [6].
All of these approches are specifically suited to uniform-sampling,
i.e. the sampling rate is constant during operation.
In many sampled-data control systems, the use of a non-uniform
sampling period is necessary, usually imposed by performance re-
quirements of the plant, hardware limitations or network commu-
nication constraints. The occurrence of non-uniform sampling is
typical of Networked Control Systems (NCSs). The main feature
of NCSs is that the different system components exchange data
over a communication network. Results for control design based
on approximate discrete-time models also exist for different NCS
scenarios. In [7], controller design for nonlinear NCSs with time-
varying sampling periods, time-varying delays and packet dropouts
is considered, based on approximate discrete-time models constructed
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for nominal sampling period and delays. All of the results men-
tioned so far ensure practical stability properties for sufficiently
small sampling periods, with ultimate bounds of decreasing size in
correspondence with decreasing maximum sampling periods.
Related but conceptually different results exist for dual- or multi-
rate sampling, where some constraint exists on how fast measure-
ments can be taken [8]–[10]. These results give closed-loop practical
stability warranties and employ approximate discrete-time models in
order to predict the state evolution at the control update instants, since
new measurements may not be available at each of these instants.
Specifically, [10] proposes a multi-rate sampled-data scheme to sta-
bilize a NCS via output feedback using discrete-time approximations.
The results of [10] as well as those of [7] give practical stability and
robustness warranties for deviations about a nominal situation.
Non-uniform sampling is also a feature of event-triggered control,
where a triggering condition based on a continuous measurement of
system variables (e.g. the system state) determines when the control
action has to be updated [11], [12]. Strategies that also involve non-
uniform sampling but require only sampled measurements are those
of self-triggered control [12]–[14]. Self-triggered control computes
both the control action and the next sampling instant at which the
control action should be recomputed. In both event-triggered and self-
triggered control, we may thus say that sampling is controller-driven,
since the controller itself is in charge of computing the next sampling
instant.
The objective of this paper is to provide practical stability results
based on approximate discrete-time models, and allowing some
specific non-uniform sampling scenarios. Our results are, however,
independent of the mechanism employed to vary the sampling rate.
In this context, the main contribution of the current paper is to
provide conditions on the approximate discrete-time plant model and
the control law in order to ensure closed-loop semiglobal-practical
input-to-state stability (see Section II-B for the precise definition),
where the ‘input’ is the state measurement error.
Our results are novel even for the uniform sampling case. The fact
that state measurement errors be considered causes the analysis to
become substantially different from that of disturbances affecting the
plant dynamics (as in [3]). This is because if based on a perturbed
state measurement, the control action will itself have some error, and
this in turn will cause some intersample error additional to that intro-
duced by the approximation in the discrete-time model. More specific
differences between the given and existing results will be explained
along the paper. The fact that some specific varying-sampling-rate
scenarios be covered increases the applicability of our results. Related
preliminary results dealing with closed-loop stability possibly under
controller-driven sampling (without measurement errors) have been
given in [15], [16].
The organization of this paper is as follows. This section ends
with a brief summary of the notation employed throughout the paper.
In Section II we state the problem and the required definitions and
properties. Our main results are given in Section III. An illustrative
example is provided in Section IV and concluding remarks are
presented in Section V. The appendix contains the proofs of some
intermediate technical points.
2Notation: R, R≥0, N and N0 denote the sets of real, nonnegative
real, natural and nonnegative integer numbers, respectively. A func-
tion α : R≥0 → R≥0 is of class-K (we write α ∈ K) if it is strictly
increasing, continuous and α(0) = 0. It is class-K∞ (α ∈ K∞) if in
addition α(s)→∞ as s→∞. A function β : R≥0 × R≥0 → R≥0
is of class-KL (β ∈ KL) if β(·, t) ∈ K for all t ≥ 0, and β(s, ·)
is strictly decreasing asymptotically to 0 for every s. We denote the
identity function by id. We denote the Euclidean norm of a vector
x ∈ Rn by |x|. Given a set X ⊂ Rn we denote its ǫ neighborhood
as N(X , ǫ) := {x : infy∈X |x − y| ≤ ǫ}. We denote an infinite
sequence as {Ti} := {Ti}
∞
i=0. For any sequences {Ti} ⊂ R≥0 and
{ei} ⊂ R
m, and any γ ∈ K, we take the following conventions:∑−1
i=0 Ti = 0 and γ(sup0≤i≤−1 |ei|) = 0. Given a real number
T > 0 we denote by Φ(T ) := {{Ti} : {Ti} ⊂ (0, T )} the set of all
sequences of real numbers in the open interval (0, T ). For a given
sequence we denote the norm ‖{xi}‖ := supi≥0 |xi|.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Problem statement
We consider the nonlinear continuous-time plant
x˙ = f(x, u), x(0) = x0, (1)
where x(t) ∈ Rn, u(t) ∈ Rm are the state and control vectors
respectively and f(0, 0) = 0. As in [1], the function f : Rn×Rm →
R
n is assumed to be such that for each initial condition and constant
control, there exists a unique solution on some interval [0, τ ) with
0 < τ ≤ ∞.
We consider that state measurements become available at time
instants tk, k ∈ N0, that satisfy t0 = 0 and tk+1 = tk + Tk,
where {Tk}
∞
k=0 is the sequence of corresponding sampling periods.
As opposed to the uniform sampling case where Tk = T for all
k ∈ N0, the sampling periods Tk may vary. We refer to this situation
as Varying Sampling Rate (VSR). The control signal is assumed
to be piecewise constant (i.e. zero-order hold is present) such that
u(t) = u(tk) =: uk for all t ∈ [tk, tk+1). We denote the state
at the sampling instants by xk := x(tk). The control action uk
may depend on the state measurement xˆk = xk + ek, with ek the
state measurement error, and also on the sampling period Tk, i.e.
we have uk = U(xˆk, Tk). The dependence of the control action
at time tk, on the sampling period Tk = tk+1 − tk is possible in
the following situations: (a) uniform sampling; (b) controller-driven
sampling (such as self-triggered control [13], or others [17]). In the
situation (a), the constant sampling period employed can be known
before the controller is implemented. This is the setting in [2]–[4].
In (b), at each sampling instant tk, the controller may select the next
sampling instant tk+1 and, thus, the current sampling period Tk. As a
consequence, knowledge of Tk can be employed in order to compute
the current control action uk. However, our results will be still valid
in the particular case uk = U¯(xˆk), where the control law does not
explicitly depend on the sampling period. In addition, our results are
independent of the way in which the sampling periods Tk may vary
over time. Fig. 1 depicts the complete closed-loop system.
The exact discrete-time model for a given nonlinear system is the
discrete-time system whose state matches the state of the continuous-
time system at every sampling instant. From (1), and given that the
plant input u is held constant over each sampling interval, it is clear
that the state value at the next sampling instant, namely xk+1, will
depend on the current state value xk, the current input value uk , and
the sampling period Tk. Hence, a discrete-time model for the case
of zero-order hold and VSR can be written as
xk+1 = F
e(xk, uk, Tk), (2)
PLANT
CONTROLLER
uk u(t) x(t)
ZOH
Tk
SENSOR
x̂k=xk+ek
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the controlled plant
where the superscript e stands for “exact”. Due to the fact that the
solution to (1) does not necessarily exist for all future times, then
the exact discrete-time model F e(·, ·, ·) may be not defined for every
(x, u, T ) ∈ Rn×Rm×R≥0. However, we assume that f in (1) has
sufficient regularity so that for every pair of compact sets X ⊂ Rn
and U ⊂ Rm, there exists some T ∗ > 0 so that F e(x, u, T ) is defined
for every (x, u, T ) ∈ X × U × [0, T ∗). The exact model F e is in
general very hard or even impossible to obtain and thus some type
of approximation may be necessary for the design of a stabilizing
controller. A superscript a will be used to denote an approximate
model:
xk+1 = F
a(xk, uk, Tk). (3)
We will use ‘F ’ with no superscript to denote any discrete-time
model (either exact or approximate). Under the feedback law uk =
U(xˆk, Tk) = U(xk + ek, Tk), the closed-loop discrete-time model
becomes
xk+1 = F (xk, U(xk + ek, Tk), Tk) =: F¯ (xk, ek, Tk), (4)
where the measurement error ek (disturbance) is regarded as an
input. Hence, given a control law/discrete-time model pair (U,F ),
the quantity F¯ will denote the composition of F and U as shown in
(4). Whenever required, we will write x(k, ξ, {ei}, {Ti}) to denote
the solution of (4) at time k with initial condition ξ at k = 0,
and corresponding to the measurement error and sampling period
sequences {ei} and {Ti}.
B. Stability properties for varying sampling rate
Our objective is to provide conditions that ensure stability proper-
ties of the exact discrete-time closed-loop system under the varying-
sampling-rate case. The following definition constitute a natural
extension of the semiglobal practical ISS [3], [18], [19] property.
Definition 2.1: The system (4) is said to be Semiglobal Practical
ISS-VSR (SP-ISS-VSR) if there exist functions β ∈ KL and γ ∈ K∞
such that for every M > 0, E > 0 and R > 0 there exists T ⋆ > 0
such that the solutions of (4) satisfy
|xk| ≤ β
(
|x0|,
k−1∑
i=0
Ti
)
+ γ
(
sup
0≤i≤k−1
|ei|
)
+R, (5)
for all1 k ∈ N0, all {Ti} ∈ Φ(T
⋆), all |x0| ≤M and all ‖{ei}‖ ≤ E.
The function F¯ is said to be SP-ISS-VSR if the system (4) defined
by F¯ is SP-ISS-VSR.
Remark 2.2: Note that the sequences of constant sampling periods
{Ti} such that Ti = T > 0 for all i ∈ N0 are included in the set
Φ(T ⋆) whenever T ⋆ > T . This implies that if any of the above
properties holds for a certain system then the respective properties
for the uniform sampling case also hold.
1As explained under “Notation” in Section I, for k = 0 we interpret∑−1
i=0 Ti = 0 and γ(sup0≤i≤−1 |ei|) = 0.
3Remark 2.3: Setting k = 0 in (5), it follows that |x0| ≤
β(|x0|, 0) + R holds for every x0 ∈ R
n and every R > 0. As a
consequence, any function β ∈ KL characterizing SP-ISS-VSR has
the additional property that r ≤ β(r, 0) for all r ≥ 0. This property
will be repeatedly employed for the proof of our results.
C. Model consistency with non-ideal state measurements
The next definition, as appears in [6, Definition 1], ensures that the
mismatch between the solutions of the exact and approximate systems
over one sampling period is bounded by a value that depends on the
sampling period, uniformly over states and inputs in compact sets.
This bound tends to zero in a specific way as the sampling period
becomes smaller.
Definition 2.4: The function F a is said to be consistent with F e
if for each compact set Ω ⊂ Rn×Rm, there exist ρ ∈ K and T0 > 0
such that, for all (x, u) ∈ Ω and all T ∈ [0, T0],
|F e(x, u, T )− F a(x, u, T )| ≤ Tρ(T ). (6)
Definition 2.4 is similar to the definition of one-step consistency in
[1, Defintion 1]. However, the main difference lies in the fact that
Definition 2.4 is “open-loop” whereas Definition 1 of [1] involves
the feedback law. In the current setting of imperfect state knowledge,
consideration of the feedback law would be meaningless unless the
state measurement error be also considered (cf. Defintion 2.6 below).
The following lemma is a minor modification of Lemma 1 of [1]
that gives sufficient conditions for the consistency of F a with F e,
based on f and F a, and hence without requiring knowledge of F e.
The required modification is due to the fact that in the current setting
the feedback law cannot assume perfect knowledge of the state. The
proof closely follows the proof of Lemma 1 of [1] but is given in
the Appendix for completeness.
Lemma 2.5: Suppose that
i) F a is consistent with F Euler, where F Euler(x, u, T ) := x +
Tf(x, u), and
ii) for every pair of compact sets X ⊂ Rn and U ⊂ Rm, there exist
ρ ∈ K and M > 0 such that for all (x, u), (y, u) ∈ X × U ,
a) |f(y, u)| ≤M ,
b) |f(y, u)− f(x, u)| ≤ ρ(|y − x|).
Then, F a is consistent with F e.
The following definition extends the definition of multi-step consis-
tency in [1] to the varying-sampling-rate scenario considered and to
the case of state measurement errors.
Definition 2.6: The pair (U,F a) is said to be Multi-Step Error
Consistent (MSEC) with (U,F e) if, for each L > 0, η > 0 and
compact sets X ⊂ Rn and E ⊂ Rn, there exist a function α :
R≥0 × R≥0 → R≥0 and T
∗ > 0 such that
|F¯ e(xe, e, T )− F¯ a(xa, e, T )| ≤ α(δ, T ) (7)
for all xe, xa ∈ X satisfying |xe − xa| ≤ δ, all e ∈ E , and all T ∈
(0, T ∗), and for all {Ti} ∈ Φ(T
∗) and k ∈ N such that
∑k−1
i=0 Ti ≤
L we have
αk(0, {Ti}) :=
k︷ ︸︸ ︷
α(. . . α(α( 0, T0), T1), . . . , Tk−1) ≤ η. (8)
The next lemma constitutes the corresponding extension of [1,
Lemma 2] and shows that under MSEC, the error between the
approximate and exact solutions over a fixed time period is reduced
by making the maximum sampling period smaller. The proof is given
in the Appendix for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 2.7: If (U,F a) is MSEC with (U,F e) then for each
compact sets X ⊂ Rn and E ⊂ Rn, and constants L > 0 and
η > 0, there exists T˜ > 0 such that, if {Ti}, {ei} and ξ satisfy
{Ti} ∈ Φ(T˜ ), x
a(k, ξ, {ei}, {Ti}) ∈ X , ek ∈ E , (9)
for all k for which
∑k−1
i=0 Ti ∈ [0, L], then, for these values of k
|∆xk| := |x
e(k, ξ, {ei}, {Ti})− x
a(k, ξ, {ei}, {Ti})| ≤ η. (10)
The next lemma gives a sufficient condition for MSEC. This lemma
can be regarded as the corresponding extension of [1, Lemma 3].
Lemma 2.8: If, for each compact sets X ⊂ Rn and E ⊂ Rn there
exist ρ0 ∈ K, a nondecreasing function σ : R≥0 → R≥0 and T
∗ > 0
such that for all T ∈ (0, T ∗) and all x, y ∈ X , e ∈ E we have
|F¯ e(x, e, T )− F¯ a(y, e, T )| ≤ Tρ0(T ) + (1 + Tσ(T ))|x− y|
(11)
then, (U,F a) is MSEC with (U,F e).
Proof: Let L > 0 and η > 0, and let X ⊂ Rn and E ⊂ Rn be
compact sets. Define the compact set X˜ := N(X , η) and let X˜ and
E generate ρ0 ∈ K, σ and T
∗ > 0. Select Tˆ > 0 sufficiently small
so that Tˆ ≤ T ∗ and eσ(Tˆ )Lρ0(Tˆ )L ≤ η. Define
α(δ, T ) := Tρ0(T ) + (1 + Tσ(T ))δ. (12)
Let x, y ∈ X be such that |x − y| ≤ δ, let e ∈ E , and T ∈ (0, Tˆ ).
From (11) and (12), then (7) is satisfied. Consider {Ti} ∈ Φ(Tˆ ).
Using (12), we may recursively define η0 := 0 and, for k ≥ 1,
ηk := α
k(0, {Ti}) = Tk−1ρ0(Tk−1) + (1 + Tk−1σ(Tk−1))ηk−1
Recursively employing the latter formula, we may write, for k ≥ 1
and such that
∑k−1
i=0 Ti ≤ L,
ηk = Tk−1ρ0(Tk−1) +
k−2∑
j=0
Tjρ0(Tj)
k−1∏
i=j+1
(1 + Tiσ(Ti))
≤ Tk−1ρ0(Tk−1) +
k−2∑
j=0
Tjρ0(Tj)e
σ(Tˆ)
∑k−1
j+1
Ti
≤ Tk−1ρ0(Tk−1) + e
σ(Tˆ)L
k−2∑
j=0
Tjρ0(Tj)
≤ eσ(Tˆ )L
k−1∑
j=0
Tjρ0(Tj) ≤ e
σ(Tˆ )Lρ0(Tˆ )
k−1∑
j=0
Tj
≤ eσ(Tˆ )Lρ0(Tˆ )L ≤ η,
where we have used the facts that for every a > 0, 1 + a ≤ ea, and
Ti < Tˆ for every i ∈ N0. This shows that (U,F
a) is MSEC with
(U,F e).
For the sake of completeness, we next state the definition of locally
uniformly bounded control law as in [3, Defintion II.4].
Definition 2.9: U(x, T ) is said to be locally uniformly bounded if
for every M > 0 there exist T ∗ = T ∗(M) > 0 and C = C(M) > 0
such that |U(x, T )| ≤ C for all |x| ≤M and T ∈ (0, T ∗).
Lemma 2.10 gives sufficient conditions for MSEC based on
consistency (as per Definition 2.4) and properties of the control law
and approximate model.
Lemma 2.10: Suppose that
i) F a is consistent with F e as per Definition 2.4.
ii) U(x, T ) is locally uniformly bounded as per Definition 2.9.
iii) For each compact sets X , E ⊂ Rn there exist a nondecreasing
function σ : R≥0 → R≥0 and T1 > 0 such that for all x, z ∈ X ,
e ∈ E and T ∈ (0, T1) we have
|F¯ a(x, e, T )− F¯ a(z, e, T )| ≤ (1 + Tσ(T ))|x− z|. (13)
4Then, (U,F a) is MSEC with (U,F e).
Proof: Let X ⊂ Rn and E ⊂ Rn be compact, and let M > 0 be
such that |x+ e| ≤M for all x ∈ X and e ∈ E . From ii), there exist
T ∗(M) > 0 and C(M) > 0 such that |U(x + e, T )| ≤ C for all
T ∈ (0, T ∗), x ∈ X and e ∈ E . Define C := {u ∈ Rm : |u| ≤ C}
and Ω := X × C. From i), there exist ρ ∈ K and T0 > 0 such that
|F e(x,U(x+ e, T ), T )− F a(x,U(x+ e, T ), T )| ≤ Tρ(T ) (14)
for all T ∈ (0, T2), x ∈ X and e ∈ E with T2 := min{T
∗, T0}. For
all x, z ∈ X and e ∈ E we have
|F e(x,U(x+ e, T ), T )− F a(z, U(z + e, T ), T )|
≤|F e(x, U(x+ e, T ), T )− F a(x, U(x+ e, T ), T )|
+ |F a(x, U(x+ e, T ), T )− F a(z, U(z + e, T ), T )|. (15)
Defining Tˆ := min{T1, T2} and using (13) and (14) in (15), then
|F e(x,U(x+ e, T ), T )−F a(z, U(z + e, T ), T )|
≤Tρ(T ) + (1 + Tσ(T ))|x− z|, (16)
hence (11) holds. By Lemma 2.8, then (U,F a) is MSEC with
(U,F e).
In the next section, we give conditions on the approximate model
and control law in order to establish the semiglobal practical ISS for
the (exact) closed-loop system.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we show that under MSEC, the SP-ISS-VSR
property for the approximate model carries over to the exact model.
Our first contribution is the following.
Theorem 3.1: Suppose that (U,F a) is MSEC with (U,F e), and
that the system xak+1 = F¯
a(xak, ek, Tk) is SP-ISS-VSR. Then, the
system xek+1 = F¯
e(xek, ek, Tk) is SP-ISS-VSR.
Proof: Let β ∈ KL and γ ∈ K∞ characterize the SP-ISS-VSR
property of xak+1 = F¯
a(xak, ek, Tk). Define
γˆ(·) := β(2γ(·), 0) + γ(·). (17)
Let M > 0, E > 0 and R > 0, and select η > 0 and Ra > 0 such
that
6η ≤M, β(6η, 0) +Ra < R/2, Ra < η. (18)
Since xak+1 = F¯
a(xak, ek, Tk) is SP-ISS-VSR, in correspondence
with M˜ := M + γ(E), E and Ra, there exists T
a > 0 such that for
all k ∈ N0,
|xak| ≤ β
(
|xa0 |,
k−1∑
i=0
Ti
)
+ γ
(
sup
0≤i≤k−1
|ei|
)
+Ra (19)
whenever |xa0 | ≤ M˜ and for all sequences {Ti} and {ei} such that
{Ti} ∈ Φ(T
a) and ‖{ei}‖ ≤ E. Define
X˜ := {x ∈ Rn : |x| ≤ β(M˜, 0) + γ(E) +Ra} (20)
E := {e ∈ Rn : |e| ≤ E}. (21)
Let L > 1 satisfy
β
(
β
(
M, 0
)
+ γ(E) +Ra, L− 1
)
≤ η. (22)
Take T˜ > 0 in correspondence with the tuple (X˜ , E , L, η), as per
Lemma 2.7. We will show that β ∈ KL and γˆ ∈ K∞ characterize the
SP-ISS-VSR of xek+1 = F¯
e(xek, ek, Tk), with T
⋆ := min{1, T a, T˜}.
Consider sequences {ei} ⊂ E and {Ti} ⊂ Φ(T
⋆). For every k, ℓ ∈
N0 and ξ ∈ R
n, define
∆xℓk,ξ :=
|xe(k − ℓ, ξ, {ei+ℓ}, {Ti+ℓ}) − x
a(k − ℓ, ξ, {ei+ℓ}, {Ti+ℓ})|.
From (19) and (20) it follows that if |xa0 | ≤ M˜ , then x
a
k ∈ X˜ for all
k ∈ N0. Consider an initial condition x
e
0 = x
a
0 = ξ such that |ξ| ≤
M ≤ M˜ . Since (U,F a) is MSEC with (U,F e), by Lemma 2.7 it
follows that for all k such that
∑k−1
i=0 Ti ≤ L, we have |∆x
0
k,ξ| ≤ η.
We thus have
|xe(k,ξ, {ei}, {Ti})| ≤ |x
a(k, ξ, {ei}, {Ti})|+ |∆x
0
k,ξ|
≤ β
(
|ξ|,
k−1∑
i=0
Ti
)
+ γ
(
sup
0≤i≤k−1
|ei|
)
+Ra + η (23)
≤ β
(
|ξ|,
k−1∑
i=0
Ti
)
+ γˆ
(
sup
0≤i≤k−1
|ei|
)
+R, (24)
for all k for which
∑k−1
i=0 Ti ≤ L, where we have used the facts that
γ ≤ γˆ and η + Ra ≤ 6η + Ra ≤ β(6η, 0) + Ra < R/2 < R. For
every k ∈ N0, define
s(k) := max
{
r ∈ N0 : r ≥ k + 1,
r−1∑
i=k
Ti ≤ L
}
. (25)
Note that s(k) ≥ k + 1 for all k ∈ N0 because L > 1 and Ti < 1
for all i ∈ N0. Also,
∑s(k)−1
i=k Ti > L − T
⋆ > L − 1 holds for all
k ∈ N0. We thus have
β

|ξ|, s(0)−1∑
i=0
Ti

 ≤ β(M,L− 1)
≤ β(β(M, 0) + γ(E) +Ra, L− 1) ≤ η, (26)
where we have used the fact M ≤ β(M, 0) and (22). Eval-
uating (23) at k = s(0), using (18) and (26), and defining
xek := x
e(k, ξ, {ei}, {Ti}) it follows that
|xes(0)| ≤ β

|ξ|, s(0)−1∑
i=0
Ti

+ γ
(
sup
0≤i≤s(0)−1
|ei|
)
+Ra + η
≤ γ (E) + 3η ≤ M˜. (27)
Claim 1: Suppose that |xer| ≤ γ(E)+3η for some r ∈ N0. Then,
|xes(r)| ≤ γ(E) + 3η and |x
e
k| ≤ γˆ(E) +R for all r ≤ k ≤ s(r).
Proof of Claim 1: Set xa0 = x
e
r and consider x
a
k+1 =
F¯ a(xak, ek+r, Tk+r) for all k ∈ N0. For all r ≤ k ≤ s(r), we
have
|xek| = |x
e(k, ξ, {ei}, {Ti})| = |x
e(k − r, xer, {ei+r}, {Ti+r})|
≤ |xak−r|+ |∆x
r
k,xer
|. (28)
Since |xa0 | ≤ γ(E) + 3η ≤ M˜ , {ei} ⊂ E , {Ti} ∈ Φ(T
⋆) ⊂ Φ(T a),
and since F¯ a is SP-ISS-VSR, then for all k ∈ N0 we have
|xak| ≤ β
(
|xa0 |,
k−1∑
i=0
Ti+r
)
+ γ
(
sup
0≤i≤k−1
|ei+r|
)
+Ra
≤ β
(
γ(E) + 3η,
k−1∑
i=0
Ti+r
)
+ γ(E) +Ra (29)
≤ β
(
M˜,
k−1∑
i=0
Ti+r
)
+ γ(E) +Ra.
It thus follows that xak ∈ X˜ for all k ∈ N0. By Lemma 2.7, we have
|∆xrk,xer | ≤ η for all r ≤ k ≤ s(r). (30)
5Combining the bounds obtained so far, we reach, for all r ≤ k ≤
s(r),
|xek| ≤ β
(
M˜,
k−1∑
i=r
Ti
)
+ γ (E) + 2η. (31)
In particular at k = s(r), and taking into account that M˜ = M +
γ(E) ≤ β(M, 0) + γ(E) +Ra, we obtain
|xes(r)| ≤ β

β(M, 0) + γ(E) +Ra, s(r)−1∑
i=r
Ti

+ γ (E) + 2η
≤ γ (E) + 3η (32)
where we have used the fact that
∑s(r)−1
i=r Ti > L− 1 and (22).
From (28)–(30), we have, for all r ≤ k ≤ s(r),
|xek| ≤ β(γ(E) + 3η, 0) + γ(E) +Ra + η
≤ β(2γ(E), 0) + β(6η, 0) + γ(E) +Ra + η
≤ γˆ(E) + β(6η, 0) +Ra + η
≤ γˆ(E) +R, (33)
where we have used the fact that η < 6η < β(6η, 0) +Ra < R/2.
This concludes the proof of the claim. ◦
Since from (27) we have |xes(0)| ≤ γ(E)+3η, iterative application
of Claim 1 and the fact that s(k) ≥ k + 1 for all k ∈ N0 show that
|xek| ≤ γˆ(E) +R for all k ≥ s(0).
Combining the latter bound with (24), valid for 0 ≤ k ≤ s(0), it
follows that
|xek| ≤ β
(
|ξ|,
k−1∑
i=0
Ti
)
+ γˆ(E) +R, ∀k ≥ 0. (34)
The proof concludes by noting that, by causality, the trajectory xek
cannot depend on future values of ei, and hence E in (34) can be
replaced by sup0≤i≤k−1 |ei|.
Theorem 3.1 shows that the SP-ISS-VSR property for the exact
closed-loop discrete-time model can be ensured under MSEC if
the approximate closed-loop discrete-time model is SP-ISS-VSR.
It would thus be useful to have checkable conditions in order to
ensure that the approximate model is suitable. A set of conditions
is given by Theorem 3.2, which states Lyapunov-based sufficient
conditions for a discrete-time (closed-loop) model to be SP-ISS-
VSR. These conditions consist of specific boundedness and continuity
requirements and a Lyapunov-type condition on the closed-loop
model. Theorem 3.2 constitutes the main contribution of the current
paper and its proof, which is highly nontrivial, consitutes our main
technical result.
Theorem 3.2: Suppose that i)–iv) are satisfied.
i) There exists T˚ > 0 so that F¯ (0, 0, T ) = 0 for all T ∈ (0, T˚ ).
ii) There exists Tˆ > 0 such that for every ǫ > 0 there exists
δ = δ(ǫ) > 0 such that |F¯ (x, e, T )| < ǫ whenever |x| ≤ δ,
|e| ≤ δ and T ∈ (0, Tˆ ).
iii) For every M ≥ 0 and E ≥ 0, there exist C = C(M,E) > 0
and Tˇ = Tˇ (M,E) > 0, with C(·, ·) nondecreasing in each
variable and Tˇ (·, ·) nonincreasing in each variable, such that
|F¯ (x, e, T )| ≤ C for all |x| ≤M , |e| ≤ E and T ∈ (0, Tˇ ).
iv) There exist α1, α2, α3 ∈ K∞ and ρ ∈ K such that for every
M ≥ R > 0 and E > 0 there exist T˜ = T˜ (M,E,R) > 0 and
V : Rn → R≥0 such that
α1(|x|) ≤ V (x) ≤ α2(|x|), ∀x ∈ R
n, and (35)
V (F¯ (x, e, T ))− V (x) ≤ −Tα3(|x|), ∀(x, e, T ) satisfying
ρ(|e|) +R ≤ |x| ≤M, |e| ≤ E, T ∈ (0, T˜ ). (36)
Then, the system (4) is SP-ISS-VSR.
Proof: We aim to prove that there exist β ∈ KL and γ ∈ K∞
such that for all M0 > 0, E0 > 0 and R0 > 0 there exists T
⋆ > 0
such that for all {Ti} ∈ Φ(T
⋆), |x0| ≤ M0, ‖{ei}‖ ≤ E0 and
k ∈ N0, the solutions of (4) satisfy
|xk| ≤ β
(
|x0|,
k−1∑
i=0
Ti
)
+ γ
(
sup
0≤i≤k−1
|ei|
)
+R0. (37)
Consider ρ ∈ K from iv). Define, ∀s ≥ 0, ∀r ≥ 0,
X1(s, r) := {x ∈ R
n : |x| ≤ ρ(s) + r} (38)
E(s) := {e ∈ Rn : |e| ≤ s} (39)
T¯ (s, r) := min
{
Tˇ (ρ(s) + s, s), Tˇ (ρ(r) + r, r), Tˆ , T˚
}
(40)
S(s, r) := X1(s, r)× E(s)× (0, T¯ (s, r)) (41)
σ(s, r) := sup
(x,e,T )∈S(s,r)
|F¯ (x, e, T )|. (42)
From (38)–(39), we have X1(0, 0) = {0} and E(0) = {0}. From
assumptions i)–ii), then T¯ (0, 0) > 0 and σ(0, 0) = 0. Given that
Tˇ (·, ·) is nonincreasing in each variable, note that Tˇ (ρ(s) + r, s) ≥
min{Tˇ (ρ(s)+ s, s), Tˇ (ρ(r)+ r, r)}, then T¯ (s, r) ≤ Tˇ (ρ(s)+ r, s).
Defining ζ(s) := σ(s, s), from (42) we have
σ(s, r) ≤ ζ(s) + ζ(r). (43)
Claim 2: There exists χ ∈ K∞ such that χ ≥ ζ.
Proof of Claim 2: Let ǫ > 0 and take δ = δ(ǫ) according to ii).
Define δˆ := min
{
δ
2
, ρ−1( δ
2
)
}
(if δ
2
/∈ dom ρ−1, just take δˆ = δ/2).
Then for all x ∈ X1(δˆ, δˆ) and e ∈ E(δˆ) we have |x| ≤ δ and
|e| ≤ δ/2. Given that |F¯ (x, e, T )| < ǫ for every |x| ≤ δ, |e| ≤
δ and T ∈ (0, Tˆ ) this shows that lims→0+ ζ(s) = σ(0, 0) = 0.
From iii), it follows that |F¯ (x, e, T )| ≤ C(s, s) for all |x| ≤ s,
|e| ≤ s and T ∈ (0, Tˇ (s, s)) for every s ≥ 0. From (40)–(42) and
the fact that C(·, ·) is nondecreasing in each variable, it follows that
ζ(s) ≤ C(s, s) ≤ C(s¯, s¯) for all s ∈ [0, s¯] with s¯ > 0. Thus,
ζ(s) < ∞ for every s ≥ 0. We have ζ : R≥0 → R≥0, ζ(0) = 0, ζ
is right-continuous at zero and, by (38)–(42), nondecreasing. Then,
by Lemma 2.5 of [20], there exists χ ∈ K∞ such that χ ≥ ζ. ◦
Define η ∈ K∞ and η˜ ∈ K∞ via
η := max{χ, id}, (44)
η˜ := max{χ, ρ}. (45)
By (43) we have
σ(s, r) ≤ η˜(s) + η(r) ∀s ≥ 0, ∀r ≥ 0. (46)
Consider M0 > 0, E0 > 0 and R0 > 0 given and α1, α2, α3 ∈
K∞ from iv). Select E = E0, R = η
−1( 1
2
α−12 (
1
3
α1(R0))),
and M = α−11 ◦α2
(
max{R,M0, η˜(E0) + η(R0)}
)
. From (35), it
follows that M ≥ R. Also, R ≤ R0 follows because, from (35),
1
2
α−12 (
1
3
α1(r)) ≤ α
−1
2 (α1(r)) ≤ r for all r ≥ 0, and since η(r) ≥ r
from (44), then η−1(r) ≤ r for all r ≥ 0. Let M,E,R with iv)
generate T˜ > 0 and V : Rn → R≥0 such that (35) and (36) hold.
Define T ⋆ = min{T˜ , T¯ (E,R)} and
X2(s, r) := {x : V (x) ≤ α2(η˜(s) + η(r))}. (47)
Let x ∈ X1(s, r). Then, α2(|x|) ≤ α2(ρ(s)+r) ≤ α2(η˜(s)+η(r)),
and using (35), then V (x) ≤ α2(η˜(s)+η(r)). Therefore, X1(s, r) ⊂
X2(s, r) for all s ≥ 0 and r ≥ 0. Let xk denote the solution to (4)
corresponding to |x0| ≤ M0, ‖{ei}‖ ≤ E0 and {Ti} ∈ Φ(T
⋆).
From (35) we have that α−12 (V (xk)) ≤ |xk|; using this in (36) then
V (xk+1)− V (xk) ≤ −Tkα3(|xk|) ≤ −Tkα(V (xk))
if ρ(|ek|) +R ≤ |xk| ≤M (48)
6where α := α3 ◦α
−1
2 .
Claim 3: If |x0| ≤M0 then |xk| ≤M for all k ∈ N0.
Proof of Claim 3: From (35), |x0| ≤ M0 implies that V (x0) ≤
α2(M0) and |x0| ≤ α
−1
1 ◦α2(M0), and by definition of M ,
then |x0| ≤ M . By induction, we will prove that V (xk) ≤
α2(max{M0, η˜(E0)+η(R0)}) for all k ∈ N0. Note that the assertion
holds for k = 0. Suppose that V (xk) ≤ α2(max{M0, η˜(E0) +
η(R0)}). Then, |xk| ≤ M . If xk /∈ X1(|ek|, R), then |xk| >
ρ(|ek|) + R and from (48), then V (xk+1) ≤ V (xk). If xk ∈
X1(|ek|, R), from (42)–(43) and the definition of η˜ and η we have
|xk+1| ≤ η˜(|ek|)+η(R). Using (35), then V (xk+1) ≤ α2(η˜(|ek|)+
η(R)) ≤ α2(η˜(E0) + η(R0)), and hence the induction assumption
holds for k + 1. Since V (xk) ≤ α2(max{M0, η˜(E0) + η(R0)})
implies that |xk| ≤ M , we have thus shown that |xk| ≤ M for all
k ∈ N0. ◦
Claim 4: If xℓ ∈ X2(‖{ei}‖, R) for some ℓ ∈ N0 then xk remains
in X2(‖{ei}‖, R) for all k ≥ ℓ.
Proof of Claim 4: Let xℓ ∈ X2(‖{ei}‖, R). If xℓ /∈
X1(‖{ei}‖, R), then |xℓ| > ρ(‖{ei}‖) + R. Consequently, if
xℓ ∈ X2(‖{ei}‖, R) \ X1(‖{ei}‖, R), from (48) it follows that
V (xℓ+1) ≤ V (xℓ)− Tℓα(V (xℓ)) ≤ V (xℓ)
and hence xℓ+1 ∈ X2(‖{ei}‖, R). Next, consider that xℓ ∈
X1(‖{ei}‖, R). From (42) and the definition of η˜ and η we have
|xℓ+1| ≤ η˜(‖{ei}‖) + η(R). Using (35) and recalling (47), then
xℓ+1 ∈ X2(‖{ei}‖, R). By induction, we have thus shown that if
xℓ ∈ X2(‖{ei}‖, R) for some ℓ ∈ N0, then xk ∈ X2(‖{ei}‖, R) for
all k ≥ ℓ. ◦
Define tk =
∑k−1
i=0 Ti and the function
y(t) := V (xk)+
t− tk
Tk
(V (xk+1)− V (xk)) if t ∈ [tk, tk+1) ,
which depends on the initial condition x0, on the sampling period
sequence {Ti}, on the disturbance sequence {ei}, and on the given
constants M0, E0, R0 (through the fact that V depends on the latter
constants). Then,
y˙(t) =
V (xk+1)− V (xk)
Tk
∀t ∈ (tk, tk+1) , ∀k ∈ N0. (49)
Note that
y(tk) = V (xk), ∀k ∈ N0. (50)
By Claim 3, for all |x0| ≤ M0 and all tk such that xk /∈
X2(‖{ei}‖, R), (48) holds. Combining (48) with (49) it follows that
for all t ∈ (tk, tk+1)
y˙(t) ≤ −α (y(tk)) ≤ −α (y(t)) . (51)
Hence (51) holds up to t = tk∗ where tk∗ = inf{tk : xk ∈
X2(‖{ei}‖, R)}. Note that the function α = α3 ◦α
−1
2 does not
depend on any of the following quantities: x0, {Ti}, {ei}, M0, E0,
or R0. Since α is positive definite, using Lemma 4.4 of [21], then
there exists β1 ∈ KL such that, for all t ∈ [0, tk∗) we have
y(t) ≤ β1 (y(0), t) .
By (50), for every k ∈ N0 such that xj /∈ X2(‖{ei}‖, R) for all
0 ≤ j ≤ k, we have that
V (xk) ≤ β1
(
V (x0),
k−1∑
i=0
Ti
)
. (52)
From Claim 4 and (47), if xj ∈ X2(‖{ei}‖, R) then V (xj) ≤
α2(η˜(‖{ei}‖) + η(R)) for all k ≥ j. Combining the latter with
(52), then, for all k ∈ N0,
V (xk) ≤ β1
(
V (x0),
k−1∑
i=0
Ti
)
+ α2
(
η˜(‖{ei}‖) + η(R)
)
.
Using the fact that χ(a+ b) ≤ χ(2a) + χ(2b) for every χ ∈ K and
(35) then
α1(|xk|) ≤ β1
(
α2(|x0|),
k−1∑
i=0
Ti
)
+ α2(2η˜(‖{ei}‖)) + α2(2η(R)).
Define β ∈ KL via β(s, τ ) := α−11 (3β1(α2(s), τ )) and γ ∈ K∞
via γ(s) := α−11 (3α2(2η˜(s))). Recalling the definition of R then
α−11 (3α2(2η(R))) ≤ R0, it follows that
|xk| ≤ β
(
|x0|,
k−1∑
i=0
Ti
)
+ γ(‖{ei}‖) +R0 (53)
for all k ∈ N0, all {Ti} ∈ Φ(T
⋆), all |x0| ≤ M0 and all ‖{ei}‖ ≤
E0. We have thus established that (4) is SP-ISS-VSR.
IV. EXAMPLES
Consider the nonlinear continuous-time plant in Example 1 of [1]:
x˙ = x3 + u =: f(x, u) (54)
whose Euler (approximate) discrete-time model is
xk+1 = xk + Tk
(
x3k + uk
)
=: F a(xk, uk, Tk). (55)
This open-loop Euler model F a is consistent (as per Definition 2.4)
with the open-loop exact model F e. This can be established by
means of Lemma 2.5 as follows. Since F a coincides with F Euler, then
assumption i) of Lemma 2.5 holds; also, assumption ii) of Lemma 2.5
is easily shown to hold using f in (54).
We will consider two of the feedback laws considered in [1]:
U(xk, Tk) = −xk − 3x
3
k, (56)
W (xk, Tk) = −xk − x
3
k. (57)
In [1], both control laws were shown to achieve semiglobal-practical
stabilization under zero-order hold and uniform sampling. Our aim
here is to show that when state measurement errors are taken into
consideration, the control law (56) achieves SP-ISS-VSR whereas
(57) does not, not even under uniform sampling.
A. SP-ISS-VSR
Under the feedback law (56) and taking measurement errors into
account so that uk = U(xk + ek, Tk), the closed-loop approximate
model is given by (4), with
F¯ a(x, e, T ) = x− T [2x3 + 9ex2 + (9e2 + 1)x+ 3e3 + e]. (58)
We next prove that (U,F a) is MSEC with (U,F e) by means of
Lemma 2.10. Assumption i) has been already established, whereas
ii) is easily shown using (56). In order to establish iii), we use (58)
to evaluate
|F¯ a(x, e, T )− F¯ a(z, e, T )| = |1− TP (x, e, z)| |x− z|
≤ (1 + T |P (x, e, z)|)|x− z|,
where P (x, e, z) denotes a multinomial in the indeterminates x, e, z,
and we have used the fact that for every positive integer p, xp −
zp = q(x, z) · (x − z) for some multinomial q(x, z). Consider
compact sets X , E ⊂ R, and define the nonnegative constant
σ¯ := sup(x,e,z)∈(X ,E,X) |P (x, e, z)|. Then, (13) holds for all T > 0
with σ : R≥0 → R≥0 defined as σ(T ) := σ¯, and assumption iii) of
Lemma 2.10 holds. By Lemma 2.10, (U,F a) is MSEC with (U,F e).
7Next, we prove that xk+1 = F¯
a(xk, ek, Tk) is SP-ISS-VSR.
The continuity and boundedness assumptions i), ii) and iii) of
Theorem 3.2, can be easily verified from (55), (56) and (58). To prove
assumption iv) of Theorem 3.2, let α1, α2, α3, ρ ∈ K∞ be defined
via α1(s) = α2(s) = s
2, α3(s) = 2.194s
4 , and ρ(s) = 10s. Let
M ≥ R > 0 and E > 0 be given and define V (x) = x2. Note that
V satisfies (35) and compute
V (F¯ a(x, e, T ))− V (x) = h(x, e)T + g(x, e)T 2, (59)
h(x, e) = −2x[2x3 + 9ex2 + (9e2 + 1)x+ (3e3 + e)], (60)
g(x, e) = [2x3 + 9ex2 + (9e2 + 1)x+ (3e3 + e)]2. (61)
Define G := sup|x|≤M,|e|≤E g(x, e) and let T˜ =
1.8R2
G
. Expanding
h(x, e) and taking absolute values on sign indefinite terms,
h(x, e) ≤ −4x4 − (18e2 + 2)x2 + 18|e||x|3 + (6|e|3 + 2|e|)|x|
≤ −4x4 − 2x2 + 18|e||x|3 + (6|e|3 + 2|e|)|x|. (62)
Whenever ρ(|e|) ≤ |x|, it follows that |e| ≤ 0.1|x| and
h(x, e) ≤ −4x4 − 2x2 + 1.8x4 + (0.006|x|3 + 0.2|x|)|x|
≤ −2.194x4 − 1.8x2.
It thus follows that for ρ(|e|) +R ≤ |x| ≤M and T ∈ (0, T˜ ),
V (F¯ a(x, e, T ))− V (x) ≤ (−2.194x4 − 1.8x2)T +GT 2
≤ −T2.194x4 +
(
−1.8x2 +GT
)
T
≤ −Tα3(|x|). (63)
Therefore, assumption iv) of Theorem 3.2 also holds and the closed-
loop system xk+1 = F¯
a(xk, ek, Tk) is SP-ISS-VSR. Theorem 3.1
then ensures that the exact closed-loop system is SP-ISS-VSR.
B. Practical stability but no SP-ISS-VSR
Consider next the feedback law (57), which was also shown
in [1] to achieve semiglobal practical stability under zero-order
hold and uniform sampling. We next show that, under bounded
state measurement errors and also uniform sampling, the true plant
state may diverge. Under the feedback law (57), the closed-loop
approximate model becomes
F¯ a(x, e, T ) = x− T [3ex2 + (1 + 3e2)x+ e3 + e]. (64)
Notice the absence of the cubic term in x within the square brackets
in (64) as compared with (58). Consider the constant error sequence
{ei} with ei = −1 for all i ∈ N0. From (64), then
F¯ a(x,−1, T ) = x+ T [3x2 − 4x+ 2].
The polynomial between square brackets satisfies 3x2 − 4x+2 ≥ x
for all x ≥ 1. Therefore, F¯ a(x,−1, T ) ≥ x(1 + T ) whenever x ≥
1 and T > 0. For every T ⋆ > 0, consider the constant sequence
{Ti} ∈ Φ(T
⋆) with Ti = T
⋆/2 for all i ∈ N0. It it thus clear that
for the selected constant sequences {ei} and {Ti}, and for x0 ≥ 1,
we have
lim
k→∞
xa(k, x0, {ei}, {Ti}) =∞
and hence the approximate closed-loop system xk+1 =
F¯ a(xk, ek, Tk) is not SP-ISS-VSR. However, the pair (W,F
a) is
indeed MSEC with (W,F e), as can be shown following identical
steps to those in the previous example. Using Lemma 2.7, it can
be shown that the exact closed-loop system cannot be SP-ISS-VSR,
either.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have given stability results for digital control design based
on discrete-time approximate models under varying sampling rate
(VSR) and in the presence of state measurement errors. We have
extended the concept of semiglobal practical ISS (SP-ISS) to the
VSR case (SP-ISS-VSR) and introduced the concept of multi-step
error consistency (MSEC). We have shown that if the approximate
closed-loop model is MSEC with the exact one, and if the control
law renders the approximate model SP-ISS-VSR, then the same
controller ensures SP-ISS-VSR of the exact discrete-time closed-
loop model. We have also given sufficient conditions for MSEC and
derived Lyapunov-based conditions that guarantee SP-ISS-VSR of a
discrete-time model. All of the given conditions are checkable without
assuming knowledge of the exact discrete-time model. We have also
illustrated application via numerical examples.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 2.5: Let Ω ⊂ Rn×Rm be a given compact set.
Let X1 ⊂ R
n and U ⊂ Rm be compact sets such that Ω ⊂ X1 × U ,
and define X := N(X1, 1). Let ρ
′ ∈ K and T ′0 > 0 be given
by Definition 2.4 in correspondence with Ω by the fact that F a is
consistent with F Euler. Let hypothesis iia) generate ρ ∈ K andM > 0
in correspondence with X and U . Define T0 := min{T
′
0, 1/M}. Let
(x0, u) ∈ Ω and let φu(t, x0) denote the (unique) solution to
x˙(t) = f(x(t), u), x(0) = x0,
where u is constant, so that
φu(t, x0) = x0 +
∫ t
0
f(φu(s, x0), u)ds.
From hypothesis iia), then |φu(t, x0) − x0| ≤ Mt ≤ 1, and hence
x(t) ∈ X , holds for all t ∈ [0, T0]. From hypothesis iib), it follows
that for all T ∈ [0, T0],∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
[f(φu(t, x0), u) − f(x0, u)] dt
∣∣∣∣
≤
∫ T
0
ρ(|φu(t, x0)− x0|)dt ≤ Tρ(MT ).
Considering that F e(x0, u, T ) = x0 +
∫ T
0
f(φu(t, x0), u)dt, that
F Euler(x0, u, T ) = x0 +
∫ T
0
f(x0, u)dt, and that F
a is consistent
with FEuler, then, for all T ∈ [0, T0], it follows that
|F e(x0, u, T )− F
a(x0, u, T )| ≤ |F
Euler(x0, u, T )− F
a(x0, u, T )|
+ |F e(x0, u, T )− F
Euler(x0, u, T )|
≤ Tρ′(T ) +
∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
[f(φu(t, x0), u)− f(x0, u)] dt
∣∣∣∣
≤ Tρ′(T ) + Tρ(MT ) =: Tρ1(T )
where ρ1 ∈ K. Thus, F
e is consistent with F a.
Proof of Lemma 2.7: Define X˜ := N(X , η). Since (U,F a) is
MSEC with (U,F e), in correspondence with the tuple (X˜ , E , L, η)
there exist α : R≥0 × R≥0 → R≥0 and T
∗ > 0 such that (7)
and (8) hold according to Definition 2.6. Let T˜ := T ∗ and consider
{Ti} ∈ Φ(T˜ ), {ei} ⊂ E , and ξ ∈ X . Note that (10) holds trivially
for k = 0 because
|∆x0| = |ξ − ξ| = 0 ≤ η.
We proceed by induction on k. Let k ≥ 0 be such that
∑k
i=0 Ti ∈
[0, L]. Note then that
∑j
i=0 Ti ∈ [0, L] for every 0 ≤ j ≤ k. Suppose
also that xa(j, ξ, {ei}, {Ti}) ∈ X and that |∆xj | ≤ η, both for all
80 ≤ j ≤ k. Then, xe(j, ξ, {ei}, {Ti}) ∈ X˜ for all 0 ≤ j ≤ k.
Consider ∆xk+1. From (10), (4) and (7), we have
|∆xk+1| =
∣∣F¯ e(xek, ek, Tk)− F¯ a(xak, ek, Tk)∣∣ ≤ α(|∆xk|, Tk)
≤ αk+1(|∆x0|, {Ti}) = α
k+1(0, {Ti}) ≤ η.
We have thus established the result by induction.
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